
Software Development & Game Design 1:   
Greenfoot Student ‘Catch Up’ Assignment 

 
 
1. GAME:  Finish/improve upon your games and/or create additional ones.    

 
• ___/ 2pts Write (and drop) a one paragraph write-up (or bulleted list) of 

changes/improvements to your game and/or what you created in addition.   
 

• ___/ 3pts Drop your completed game(s). Your grade will be based on what you SHOULD 
have been able to complete in the provided class time.  
 
 
 

2. TEACH GAME TOOL: Research and then teach one NEW “gaming concept” and/or teach a 
FIX to the “red error messages” to the class (this you can do with a partner).  Look back at 
the Gaming Unit, and either expand on these or find new ones.   

 
• ___/ 2pts Teach the class the concept.   

I. I want you to show the new concept and/or fix. 
II. Then show “teach” HOW you do that with a small scale example.  Provide a step 

by step (like done in the gaming packet)!  Use screen shots! 
III. Then have the students create it on a small scale (just to duplicate what you 

taught).  Provide a start-up scenario if it will save time, they don’t need to 
practice adding object and setting up a world.  KEEP IT SIMPLE!  Don’t try to 
teach them by only showing them a game that is so large that they don’t 
understand.  
 

• ___/ 3pts Drop all files from above. I will want to use these as sample resources for kids 
in the future.   
 

I. Drop your example from I above. Use internal documentation to provide 
instructions as the purpose of your code. 

II. Drop any teaching documentation that you created from II above.  
III. If you provided a start-up Scenario, drop that too. 

 
If you FINISH before your allotted time is up, create an additional Game Tool or go back and 
create another game while implementing your new tool.   


